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(57) ABSTRACT 

The invention provides systems and methods for implemen 
tation of a computer language type system by augmenting 
?nite state automata algorithms to accommodate symbols 
having both subtype relationships and nested types. To make 
the classical automata algorithms Work for type system With 
subtypes, ?nite state automata for a data type is augmented 
by additional transitions that include secondary symbols, 
Wherein secondary symbols are subtypes of symbols of 
alphabet of ?nite state automata. Adata type When compared 
to another data type must compare both names and the 
contents. 

Abridged XQueryAtomicType Class Declaration 

public abstract class XQueryAtomicType { - 
public static ?nal XQueryAtomicType ANYURI; 
public static ?nal XQueryAtomlcType BASE64BlNARY; 

public static ?nal XQueryAtomicType YEARMONTHDURATION; 

Object 
boolean 
boolean 
boolean 

clone(); 
isCastableTo(XQueryAt0micType t); 
isPr0motableTo(XQueryAtomicType t); 
isSubtypeOf(XQueryAtomicType t); 

XQueryAtomicType superType(); 
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The Type (xszintegerl xs:string) * Represented as an MFA 

The Type (xszintegerl xs:string) * Represented as a DFA 
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406 
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FIG. 4 
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Generating an MFA for a Union 

Augmenting an FSA with Symbol ‘Subtypes 

(a) Before Augmentation 

502 (604 606 in xszdecimal @ 
(b) After Augmentation 

602 /604 606 
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xszinteger 
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FIG. 6 I 
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR IMPLEMENTING 
A COMPUTER LANGUAGE TYPE SYSTEM 

CLAIM OF PRIORITY 

[0001] This application claims priority to US. Provisional 
Patent Application No. 60/573,401, entitled SYSTEMS 
AND METHODS FOR IMPLEMENTING A COMPUTER 
LANGUAGE TYPE SYSTEM, by Paul J. Lucas, Daniela D. 
Florescu, and Fabio Riccardi, ?led May 21, 2004, (Attorney 
Docket No. BEAS-01709USO), Which is hereby incorpo 
rated herein by reference. 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE 

[0002] Aportion of the disclosure of this patent document 
contains material Which is subject to copyright protection. 
The copyright oWner has no objection to the facsimile 
reproduction by anyone of the patent document or the patent 
disclosure, as it appears in the Patent and Trademark Of?ce 
patent ?le or records, but otherWise reserves all copyright 
rights Whatsoever. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] The invention generally relates to implementing a 
type system for a computer language, and in particular to 
implementing a complicated type system for a computer 
language, including but limited to a programming language 
and a data processing language, by augmenting ?nite state 
automata. 

BACKGROUND 

[0004] Types are used by programming languages to 
determine Whether a particular data is in a particular form. 
Conventional programming languages de?ne type systems 
having types such as integer, string, etc., and user-de?ned 
structures. XQuery is a programming language that de?nes 
a rich and complicated type system. XQuery is a language 
for querying XML documents. In addition to types found in 
conventional programming languages, the type system of 
languages like XQuery alloWs neW types to be created using 
sequences (e.g., integer folloWed by string), alteration (e.g., 
integer or string), shuffle-product (e.g., integer and string in 
either order), and occurrences of those (Zero or one, Zero or 
more, and one or more). 

[0005] Types are used by XQuery to determine Whether 
XML data is in the required form. To determine the type of 
a XML data for atomic types, an XQuery processor can use 
a class hierarchy to model the type hierarchy as de?ned in 
the XQuery speci?cation. For example, the built in or atomic 
types like xs:integer, xs:boolean, xs:date, etc. can be repre 
sented by singleton instances of classes comprising an 
inheritance hierarchy. FIG. 1 shoWs such a declaration for 
an abstract base class XQueryAtomicType With some details 
of method and data members. Complex types can be created 
from atomic types. For example XQuery alloWs complex 
types to be created from atomic types using sequences, 
alternation, shuffle-product, occurrences etc. Determining 
complex types requires type system ansWering questions 
like: “If tWo types are equal?”, “Is one type a subset of 
another?”, “Do tWo types intersect?” etc. Using the class 
hierarchy, it is not suf?cient to ansWer the questions needed 
to determine complex types. 
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SUMMARY 

[0006] The invention provides systems and methods for 
implementation of a computer language type system by 
augmenting ?nite state automata algorithms to accommo 
date symbols having both subtype relationships and nested 
types. 

[0007] In various embodiments of the invention, ansWer 
ing the questions like: Are tWo types equal?, Is one type a 
subset of another‘), Do tWo types intersect‘), etc., to deter 
mine if the data is in the required form is done by using 
augmented ?nite state automata. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0008] FIG. 1 is an exemplary illustration of prior art 
shoWing an atomic type class declaration for implementing 
built-in types. 

[0009] FIG. 2 is an exemplary illustration of prior art 
shoWing a complex type (xs:integer|xs:string)* represented 
as a tree. 

[0010] FIG. 3 is an exemplary illustration of prior art 
shoWing a type (xs:integer|xs:string)* represented as a non 
deterministic ?nite automata (NFA). 

[0011] FIG. 4 is an exemplary illustration of prior art 
system shoWing a type (xs:integer|xs:string)* represented as 
a deterministic ?nite automata (DFA). 

[0012] FIG. 5 is an exemplary illustration of prior art 
shoWing a NFA representing union of tWo types T and U. 

[0013] FIG. 6 is an exemplary illustration of various 
embodiments of the invention shoWing an augmentation of 
an FSA With symbol subtypes. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0014] The invention is illustrated by Way of example and 
not by Way of limitation in the ?gures of the accompanying 
draWings in Which like references indicate similar elements. 
It should be noted that references to “an,”“one” and “vari 
ous” embodiments in this disclosure are not necessarily to 
the same embodiment, and such references mean at least 
one. 

[0015] XQuery alloWs complex types to be created from 
atomic types using sequences, alteration, shuffle-product, 
occurrences etc. A complex XQuery types such as 
(xs:integer|xs:string)* meaning Zero or more integers or 
strings resemble regular expressions used in Unix shells and 
other programming languages. Regular expressions, and 
XQuery types, can be represented internally using trees. The 
previous example can be represented using a tree as shoWn 
in FIG. 2. 202 shoWs a node implementing the “Zero or 
more” or “star” operation. 204 shoWs vertices in the tree 
linking nodes With their child nodes. 206 shoWs a node 
implementing the “alternation,”“union,” or “or” operation. 
208 shoWs the child node of 206 for xs:integer. 210 shoWs 
the child node of 206 for xs:string. Using trees to represent 
types alloW them to be constructed easily, e. g., by a compiler 
parsing a XQuery. Representing types as trees does not 
alloW the questions required for determining complex types 
to be ansWered easily. One reason is because many trees can 
represent the same type. 
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[0016] In prior art systems, complex types can be repre 
sented as ?nite state automata (FSA). The previous example 
tree can be represented using a non deterministic FSA (NFA) 
as shoWn in FIG. 3. There are classic algorithms for 
converting regular expressions to NFAs as shoWn in FIG. 2 
and converting back to regular expressions as shoWn in FIG. 
3. The numbers Zero to seven in FIG. 3 represent state and 
the direction of arroWs indicate the transition from state to 
state, Where 6 means empty. 302 shoWs the “start state” of 
the NFA. 304 and 322 shoW states added during NFA 
construction. 306 shoWs Epsilon transitions. 308 shoWs a 
transition on the type xs:integer. 310 shoWs a transition on 
the type xs:string. 312 shoWs the “end state” of the NFA. 314 
and 318 shoW states for xs:integer. 316 and 320 shoW states 
for xs:string. A XQuery type can correspond to a language 
accepted by a FSA. Atomic XQuery types such as xs:integer 
and xs:string are symbols comprising the alphabet of the 
language. To accept input as a legal sentence in a language, 
a FSA starts in its start state (state Zero in FIG. 3) and, upon 
receiving a stream of symbols, transitions to other states. If 
an accepting state is reached (denoted by a double circle 
around state seven in FIG. 3), then the given sentence is 
legal. Transitions on e can be taken at anytime. 

[0017] NFAs are generally not easy for computers to deal 
With due to the intrinsic non deterministic nature. Every 
NFA can be converted into a deterministic FSA (DFA) using 
classical algorithms. The previous example NFA as shoWn in 
FIG. 3 can be represented using a DFA as shoWn in FIG. 4. 
402 shoWs the transition on the type xs:string. 404 shoWs the 
transition on the type xs:integer. 406 shoWs the single state 
of the DFA. HoWever, even DFAs can be not quite good 
enough to alloW the questions required to determine com 
plex types ansWered easily. One of the reasons is multiple 
DFAs can represent the same complex type. Using a third 
classic algorithm for minimiZing DFAs, a minimiZed version 
of a DFA can be generated in prior art systems, that 
represents the unique complex type. The DFA shoWn in 
FIG. 4 is minimal. 

[0018] To ansWer the question, “Are tWo types equal?”, 
one can use the equation: T=UETCU and UCT , that is: 
type T is equal to type U only if T is a sub type of U and U 
is also a subtype of T. 

[0019] To ansWer the question, “Is one type a sub type of 
another?”, one can use the equation: T C UETOU°=¢, that is: 
type T is a subtype (C) of type U only if the intersection (O) 
of T and the complement of U (U°) is empty The 
complement of a DFA can be computed by merely ?ipping 
its accepting and non accepting states. A DFA is empty only 
if there is no Way to transition from its start state to any 
accepting state. 

[0020] To ansWer the question, “Do types intersect?”, one 
can use one of DeMorgan’s laWs since performing a union 
(U) and an extra complement is less expensive than per 
forming an intersection: TOU°=(T°UU)°. 

[0021] Since all the questions can be ansWered by per 
forming an union, this union needs to be performed Where 
T and U are DFAs representing types. To do this one can add 
a neW start and end state (state Zero and state one in FIG. 5) 
and add an epsilon transitions to the old start and from the 
old end states, then convert the resulting NFA to a minimiZed 
DFA and see if it is empty. 502 shoWs the neW “start state” 
added to join the DFAs representing the types T and U. 504 
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shoWs neW epsilon transitions added to join the DFAs 
representing the types T and U. 506 shoWs the “start state” 
of the DFA representing the type T. 508 and 510 shoW 
illustrative artifacts used to shoW that the details of the DFAs 
representing types T and U have been elided since they are 
not relevant to the purpose of shoWing hoW a union is 
performed betWeen DFAs. 512 shoWs the “end state” of the 
DFA representing the type T. 514 shoWs the neW “end state” 
added to join the DFAs representing the types T and U. 516 
shoWs the “start state” of the DFA representing the type U. 
518 shoWs the “end state” of the DFA representing the type 
U. 

[0022] In classical regular languages, the symbols of the 
alphabet of a language have no relationship to each other. In 
languages With complex type system like XQuery’s type 
system, even an atomic type can be a subtype of another, 
e.g., xs:integer is a subtype of xs:decimal. This affects the 
result of intersection. In classical regular languages, a lan 
guage L accepting xs:integer and another language R accept 
ing xs:decimal have no intersection. HoWever in XQuery, 
because xs:integer is a subtype of xs:decimal, the intersec 
tion of is xs:integer. 

[0023] In various embodiments, the classical automata’s 
algorithms can be made to Work by augmenting the joint 
alphabet With all the symbols that are subtypes of the 
original symbols in LUR. Then, for each transition ‘t’ from 
states si to s]- a transition ‘u’ can be added such that: 

[0024] symbol(u) C symbol(t) and symbol(u) e sym 
bols(L) U symbols(R). 

[0025] In various embodiments, for the above example, 
language R can be augmented to accept xs:integer in addi 
tion to xs:decimal prior to performing an intersection as 
shoWn in FIG. 6. In FIG. 6, (a) shoWs the example before 
augmentation and (b) shoWs the example after augmenta 
tion. 602 shoWs the “start state” of the FSA for the type 
xs:decimal. 604 shoWs the transition on the type xs:decimal. 
606 shoWs the “end state” of the FSA for the type xs:deci 
mal. 608 shoWs the neW added transition on the type 
xs:integer. After the intersection has been performed, the 
reverse can be done, i.e., for each pair of transitions ‘t’ and 
‘u’ from states si to sj) ‘u’ can be removed only if symbol(u) 
is a subtype of symbol(t). 

[0026] In classical regular languages, the symbols of the 
alphabet of languages are atomic, in that they are not 
comprising smaller or nested components. In the XQuery 
type system, hoWever, element and attribute types can have 
Wildcards in their names and the contents. For example, the 
XQuery type: 

[0027] element *:ZipCode {xs:integer} 

(Which means the element ZipCode in any namespace 
having a single integer for content) When compared to 
another element type must compare both names and the 
contents. 

[0028] In various embodiments an element or attribute is 
a name-test that can have tWo parts: a pre?x and a local name 
that are separated by a colon. A name-test can be of any of 
the forms: name:name, e:name, *:name, name:*, and * 
(Which for short * : *) Where name is a constant like ZipCode, 
‘6’ means “empty” and ‘*’ is a Wildcard that matches any 
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name or ‘e’. The strict ordering for subtyping each part of a 
name-test is given by the tWo rules: 

[0029] name C * and eC * 

Hence a name ‘n’ is a subtype of ‘m’ only if both the pre?x 
and the local name of ‘n’ are subtypes of the pre?x and 
the local name of ‘m’, respectively. 

[0030] In various embodiments the strict sub-typing rules 
can also be used to implement the intersection of the name 
sets. The intersection of tWo name-tests can be obtained by 
intersecting the pre?xes and the local names separately, then 
combining the results into a neW name-test: If given parts in 
both name-tests are constant names, then they must be 
equals. OtherWise, the result for each part is the most 
speci?c betWeen the tWo names. For any subtype relation 
ship: AC B, A is more speci?c than B. Hence “name” is the 
most speci?c betWeen “name” and “e”, and “e” is the most 
speci?c betWeen “e” and “*”. 

[0031] Examples of strict typing rules are, 

[0032] foozbar ?foo: *=foo:bar, 

[0033] 
[0034] foozbar ?bar:bif=¢. 

ezbar 0* :bar=e:bar, and 

In the example, “foozbar ?foo: *=foo:bar”, “bar” is picked 
over “*”, because it is more speci?c. 

[0035] In various embodiments When tWo element types 
are compared, as per the rule, their content also needs to be 
compared. This can be handled through recursion. The 
complete rules for sub-typing and intersecting tWo elements 
‘e’ and ‘f’ are: 

[0036] e C f=name-test (e) C name-test and content 
(e) Ccontent 

[0037] e ?f=name-test (e) ?name-test and content 
(e) ?content 

[0038] An example of complete rule for sub-typing and 
intersecting tWo elements ‘e’ and ‘f’ is: 

[0039] e=element *zZipCode {xszinteger} 

[0040] f=element USPostalService:* {xszdecimal} 

[0041] e?f=element USPostalServicezZipCode {xszin 
teger} 

[0042] The present invention may be conveniently imple 
mented using a conventional general purpose or a special 
iZed digital computer or microprocessor programmed 
according to the teachings of the present disclosure. Appro 
priate softWare coding can readily be prepared by skilled 
programmers based on the teachings of the present disclo 
sure, as Will be apparent to those skilled in the softWare art. 

[0043] In some embodiments, the present invention 
includes a computer program product Which is a storage 
medium (media) having instructions stored thereon/in Which 
can be used to program a computer to perform any of the 
processes of the present invention. The storage medium can 
include, but is not limited to, any type of disk including 
?oppy disks, optical discs, DVD, CD-ROMs, microdrive, 
and magneto-optical disks, ROMs, RAMs, EPROMs, 
EEPROMs, DRAMs, VRAMs, ?ash memory devices, mag 
netic or optical cards, nanosystems (including molecular 
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memory ICs), or any type of media or device suitable for 
storing instructions and/or data. 

[0044] The foregoing description of the present invention 
has been provided for the purposes of illustration and 
description. It is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the 
invention to the precise forms disclosed. The embodiments 
Were chosen and described in order to best explain the 
principles of the invention and its practical application, 
thereby enabling others skilled in the art to understand the 
invention for various embodiments and With various modi 
?cations that are suited to the particular use contemplated. It 
is intended that the scope of the invention be de?ned by the 
folloWing claims and their equivalence. 

1. A method for an implementation of type system for a 
computer language, comprising the steps of: 

creating a ?nite state automata for a data type of the 
computer language, Wherein said ?nite state automata 
includes states and transitions, Wherein each transition 
includes a symbol of the alphabet of ?nite state 
automata; 

augmenting said ?nite state automata With additional 
transitions that include secondary symbols, Wherein 
each secondary symbol is a subtype of said symbol; 
and, 

using the augmented ?nite state automata for automata 
algorithms of the type system, wherein said automata 
algorithms include intersection and union. 

2. A method according to claim 1, Wherein: 

said computer language is XQuery. 
3. A method according to claim 1, Wherein: 

said data type is created from atomic data types. 
4. A method according to claim 1, Wherein: 

said data type is created from atomic data types using 
sequences, alteration, shuffle-product and occurrences. 

5. A method according to claim 1, Wherein: 

said data type comprises Wildcards in the name. 
6. A method according to claim 1, Wherein: 

said data type comprises nested data type. 
7. A method for an implementation of type system for a 

computer language, comprising the steps of: 

comparing a name of ?rst data type to a name of second 
data type; and, comparing content of said ?rst data type 
to content of said second data type. 

8. A method according to claim 7, Wherein: 

said ?rst data type and said second data type include at 
least one of (1) Wildcards in names of said ?rst and 
second data types, and (2) nested types. 

9. A method for an implementation of type system for a 
computer language, comprising the steps of: 

intersecting a pre?x of ?rst name-test With a pre?x of 
second name-test, Wherein each name-test has parts 
Which include a pre?x and a local name separated by a 
symbol; 

intersecting the local name of said ?rst name-test With the 
local name of said second name-test; and, 
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combining the result of intersection of pre?xes With the 
result of intersection of local names into a third name 
test. 

10. A method according to claim 9, Wherein: 

if a given part in both name-tests are constant names, then 
said ?rst name-test and said second name-test are 
equal. 

11. A method according to claim 9, Wherein: 

if a given part in both name-tests are not constant names, 
then the result for each part is the most speci?c name 
test betWeen said ?rst name-test and said second name 
test. 

12. A system for an implementation of computer language 
type system, comprising: 

a ?rst language processor component that creates a ?nite 
state automata for a data type of the computer language, 
Wherein said ?nite state automata includes states and 
transitions, Wherein each transition includes a symbol 
of the alphabet of ?nite state automata; 

a second language processor component that augments 
said ?nite state automata With additional transitions that 
include secondary symbols, Wherein each secondary 
symbol is a subtype of said symbol; 

a third language processor component that uses the aug 
mented ?nite state automata for automata algorithms of 
the type system, Wherein said automata algorithms 
include intersection and union; and, 

Wherein ?rst, second and third language processing com 
ponents can be one of the same language processing 
component and different language processing compo 
nents. 

13. A system according to claim 12, Wherein: 

said computer language is XQuery. 
14. A system according to claim 12, Wherein: 

said data type is created from atomic data types. 
15. A system according to claim 12, Wherein: 

said data type is created from atomic data types using 
sequences, alteration, shuffle-product and occurrences. 

16. A system according to claim 12, Wherein: 

said data type comprises Wildcards in the name. 
17. A system according to claim 12, Wherein: 

said data type comprises nested data type. 
18. A system for an implementation of type system for a 

computer language, comprising: 

a language processor that compares a name of ?rst data 
type to a name of second data type; and, 

said language processor additionally compares content of 
said ?rst data type to content of said second data type. 
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19. A system according to claim 18, Wherein: 

said ?rst data type and said second data type include at 
least one of (1) Wildcards in names of said ?rst and 
second data types, and (2) nested types. 

20. A system for an implementation of type system for a 
computer language, comprising: 

a language processor that intersects a pre?X of ?rst 
name-test With a pre?X of second name-test, Wherein 
each name-test has parts Which include a pre?X and a 
local name separated by a symbol; 

said language processor additionally intersects the local 
name of said ?rst name-test With the local name of said 

second name-test; and, 

said language processor additionally combines the result 
of intersection of pre?xes With the result of intersection 
of local names into a third name-test. 

21. A system according to claim 20, Wherein: 

if a given part in both name-tests are constant names, then 
said ?rst name-test and said second name-test are 
equal. 

22. A system according to claim 20, Wherein: 

if a given part in both name-tests are not constant names, 
then the result for each part is the most speci?c name 
test betWeen said ?rst name-test and said second name 
test. 

23. A method according to claim 1, Wherein: 

said computer language is a programming language. 
24. A method according to claim 1, Wherein: 

said computer language is a data processing language. 
25. A system according to claim 12, Wherein: 

said computer language is a programming language. 
26. A system according to claim 12, Wherein: 

said computer language is a data processing language. 
27. A method according to claim 1, Wherein: 

said ?nite state automata is a minimiZed deterministic 
?nite state automata. 

28. A system according to claim 12, Wherein: 

said ?nite state automata is a minimiZed deterministic 
?nite state automata. 

29. A method according to claim 8, Wherein: 

said step of comparing content for said nested types is 
handled through recursion. 

30. A system according to claim 19, Wherein: 

said language processor compares content for said nested 
types using recursion. 


